
 

 

 

 

-Electric Cutting Machines 

 

 

-SUPER PRO 900 

 

 

 

 

Art. 3090 

 

Super professional tile cutters for diagonal and straight cuts on single-double fired ceramic and gres. 

Carriage with nine ball-bearings. 

Diagonal fence included. 

- Cutting length up to 900 mm 

- Size tile for diagonal cutting: 63 x 63 cm 



 

 

 

-SUPER PRO 600 

 

 

 

 

Art. 3060 

 

Super professional tile cutters for diagonal and straight cuts on single-double fired ceramic and gres. 

Carriage with nine ball-bearings. 

Diagonal fence included. 

- Cutting length up to 600 mm 

- Size tile for diagonal cutting: 42 x 42 cm 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

-SUPER PRO 750 

 

 

 

 

 

Art. 3075 

 

Super professional tile cutters for diagonal and straight cuts on single-double fired ceramic and gres. 
Carriage with nine ball-bearings. 
Diagonal fence included. 
- Cutting length up to 750 mm 
- Size tile for diagonal cutting: 52 x 52 cm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

-TILE CUTTER X-PRO 40 

 

 

 

Art. 5400 

 

Super professional tile cutters “TO PULL” for diagonal and straight cuts on single-double fired ceramic 

and porcelain stoneware tiles. 

Equipped with: 

- carriage with adjustable ball-bearing 

- goniometric square 

- side extensions for big size of tiles. 

- Cutting length up to 420 mm 

- Size tile for diagonal cutting: 30 x 30 cm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

-EXPERT 700 

 

 

 

Art. 9700 

Stone saw ideal for the building sector suitable for cutting bricks, poroton blocks, marble blocks and all 

the different kind of materials for the building sector. 

Equipped with: 

- Three phases engine 400V 50Hz 5,5Hp/4Kw with thermal and amperometrical protection 

- Switch with release coil and overheat protection with manual reset 

- Adjuistable cutting head 

- Sliding working table 

- Kit wheels 

- Adjustable legs 

- Adjustable goniometer fence 

- Water recycling pump type S3 

Max cutting length: 550 mm 

Max cutting depth at 90°: 270 mm 

Max cutting dept with 2 RUNS: 340 mm 

Water tank capacity (min/max): 21/32,5 liters 

Water cooled 

Disk Ø700 mm not included. 



 

 

-ELITE 80S 

 

Art. 9001 

Masonry saw ideal for the building sector suitable for straight and 45° angle cuts of bricks, stones, 
concrete-blocks, granite, marble and natural stones.  
Equipped with: 
- Single phase engine 230V 50Hz 3Hp/2,2 Kw with thermal and amperometrical protection 
- Switch with release coil. 
- Overheat protection with manual reset 
- Sliding working table and tilting cutting head. 
- Laser instrument 
- Kit wheels 
- Adjustable legs 
- Adjustable goniometer fence 
- Water recycling pump type S2 
Max cutting length: 80 cm  
Max cutting depth at 90°: 11 cm 
Max cutting depth at 45°: 8 cm 
Water tank capacity (min/max): 19/25 liters 
Water cooled 
Disk Ø 350 mm not included  
Three phase engine available upon request 



 

 

-JOLLY MAX S 300 

 

 

Art. 040S 

 

Machine for straight and 45° angle cuts on marble, klinker and stones, equipped with: 

- Single-phase motor 230V-50Hz. 2,3 KW 

- Working table with sliding carriage 

- Switch with release coil 

- Diamond blade Ø 300 turbo 

- Adjustable fence for diagonal cuts 

- Stand 

Cutting capacity up to 47 cm. 

Max cutting thickness: 8 cm. 

Max diagonal cut on size tile: 33 x 33 cm. 

Max 45° angle cut on size tile: 40 x 40 cm. 

Water cooled 

 

 



 

 

-BASIC PLUS 60 

 

 

 

Art. 2060 

 

Tile cutters for diagonal and straight cuts on single-double fired ceramic and gres. 

Diagonal fence included. 

- Cutting length up to 600 mm 

- Size tile for diagonal cutting: 42 x 42 cm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

-TILE CUTTER X-PRO 60 

 

 

 

Art. 5600 

 

Super professional tile cutters “TO PULL” for diagonal and straight cuts on single-double fired ceramic 

and porcelain stoneware tiles. 

Equipped with: 

- carriage with adjustable ball-bearing 

- goniometric square 

- side extensions for big size of tiles. 

- Cutting length up to 600 mm 

- Size tile for diagonal cutting: 42 x 42 cm 


